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Introduction
Intro | Interview with Les Daenzer
[00:00 to 06:36]

ADAMS: Our guest today, Les Daenzer was born and raised on a dairy farm in Michigan.
From an early age, he wanted to be a teacher. His inspiration was his first
elementary teacher in Immanuel Lutheran School. After attending Lutheran
schools, he graduated from a Lutheran Teacher College in 1969.

His first teaching assignment was a class of thirty three 3rd graders—lot of threes
there [00:30]—in a suburb of Chicago. Since then, he has worked as a teacher in
New York, at a St. Paul Lutheran School; at a Saint John Lutheran School, and a
Trinity Lutheran School.

And then he got his Master’s degree in School Administration in 1985 and he
[01:00] became a teacher principal at Anchorage Lutheran School in Anchorage
Alaska. Then, [he] became a site-administrator at a school at… I don’t even know
how to pronounce all these names here…

DAENZER: Nunuacamute. (??)

ADAMS: There we go! … in Alaska. And then in Quethluc… [01:30] okay, I tell you what,
how about you tell us the other spots because I don’t know how to pronounce all
these places… but basically spent a career—an entire lifetime—serving in
education, the vast majority (almost all of it) between, well starting in Chicago,
then New York State, and then almost 30 years [02:00] in Alaska.

Wow! So your experience is a little different from many I interview, Les. And
you’ve invested so much time and also because you spent time in Alaska. So I
want to tap into your experience, learn a little bit more about where you're based,
and what you can share about your experience, districts you served,  some of the
geographic [02:30] areas, population, constituency, and on and on.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FmVjX9X136A3HnDxFOz_vafgHeU76Jte
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wef1e7rc4Jo&list=PLUXcjU4vqG00aDV4HOFXmRiAOQriocNK0&index=1


DAENZER: Thirteen years now since I’ve been retired and out of the classroom, or away from
the books I guess. My experiences in Lutheran Schools were all very positive. For
some reason, going to school, I never really wanted to be a principal.

My job and my thought was to work with kids and be a teacher—period. That was
it. [03:00] I didn’t think I was principal material and probably some people along
the line also agreed with me and probably didn’t think I was principal material.

But anyhow, that’s not what God had intended. The direction went a little bit
differently. I started out my first teaching experience as an intern for one year. Our
system had a process [03:30] where you teach for a year before you graduated. So
your last year in college meant an awful lot because you had a year under your
belt already and you knew what it was like.

So you came back a totally different person with that one-year experience and that
first year of 33 third graders—I remember that because it’s an easy number now
to remember—but I still remember some of the kids, [04:00] some of the names. I
often wonder where they’re at…

But Shoenburg, Illinois was the fastest growing community at that time and St.
Peter was a fast growing Lutheran School. I went back in… oh gosh, I think it
was ‘85 (I left there in ‘68, I think it was. My year was ‘67, ‘68). Went back in
‘85, [04:30] it was totally different—had a big, growing building plan going on.
But anyhow.

That was a terrific learning experience. 33 third graders… and from that point on,
that was my favorite year. My favorite grade to teach—learning a lot. I learned as
much as… oh….[05:00] [unintelligible, video cuts out]

Growing up in Lutheran Schools, I guess I really never knew any other
experience, and my first foray into the public system was when I got my master’s.
That was the first time I attended a public institution. And when I went to Alaska
and went up to the villages in ‘88, that was my first experience in the public
system [05:30] in that case.

But, involved in Lutheran Schools, you could do what you were trained to do and
you had the… well your experience and your impact was not only educational,
but it was religious, it was personal, it was all-around. [06:00]



Whatever contact you had, whatever influence you had on the child was not just
learning how to read or write or whatever, it was learning how to live. And
character building.

And that was motivation. And those were good years...fantastic years. Always
some ups and downs but you always knew at the end of the year that you had
some impact. That you caused [06:30] growth to happen in a wide area and not
just in academics.

Part 1:
Teachers who inspire | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part 1 of 8
[00:00 to 01:00]

ADAMS: You said something really powerful, there, that every child is looking for
somebody to follow. Consciously or unconsciously, it’s just the nature… and
people who connect well on a deeply relational basis of trust and respect where
they feel safe [00:30] and they feel valued, it does something to a child when
somebody can give them those things—it does something for a child.

And it gives them reason for living. It gives them purpose. It inspires them and
makes them want to have their own future, and so I think that’s a really great
point to make there. [01:00]

Part 2:
The impact of teachers on students | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part 2 of 8
[00:00 to 02:21]

ADAMS: Talk to us a little bit more now about your public experience. You were in
Alaska—first of all, talk to us… because Alaska is so different. I mean, even
within the state, there is such diversity, but it’s so different from most places [that]
people, who are listening here, live and work.

So talk to us just a little bit about that and I mean even between the years [00:30]
that you were there starting in the 80s, and today with so many advances in
technology and transportation and so forth… Lot of remote areas I assume that
you work in … talk to us a little bit about that and what were some of the
opportunities and some of the challenges that you faced there?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixKn9XDsVcI&list=PLUXcjU4vqG00aDV4HOFXmRiAOQriocNK0&index=2
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DAENZER: Well I think the first 8 years in Alaska, we moved there in ‘80, [01:00] and the
process working with Anchor Lutheran School—and starting Anchor Lutheran
School—that was a terrific blessing and opportunity.

We moved up there with that purpose—to start a Lutheran school in Anchorage.
And it’s still going, by the way, and going strong.

ADAMS: Good!

DAENZER: It was a kindergarten and first-year—the year before we got there, they had a
kindergarten program and then from there we built on it. [01:30]

The challenge is… it was an exciting challenge, it was a frontier. There was
another Lutheran school that had been established for a while, it was a Wisconsin
Senate, and they were going very well. And they had other private schools… but
we considered ourselves  a little different. We were open to the community and
we invited people in.

We were innovative, [02:00] had some fantastic people on board and people
pushing behind it, and our congregations that supported it. They had a vision and I
was blessed to be a part of it and to help it grow. That was the challenge and that
growth—that opportunity. I’ll never forget it.

Part 3:
Teaching in Alaska | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part 3 of 8
[00:00 to 06:49]

DAENZER: Well, in ‘69 (when I graduated) we had an opportunity to go up and work on the
Bureau of Indian Affairs in the villages in Alaska. And I had an assignment and
went through, but anyhow, that didn’t work out … but since that opportunity or
since that time, I always wanted to, I guess, have that adventure or have that
opportunity to go up and experience it.

And, as God would direct us, I had that opportunity to go out with an
accreditation team [00:30]—by the way, we were the first Lutheran School in
Anchorage to be accredited… kinda proud of that fact—but anyhow, I also went
out to work with the accreditation team and the public schools.

And [we] did that with one of the villages, and again as God would direct it, we
ended up having a job in the lower [unintelligible - 00:54] school district from
that opportunity visiting the school for a long weekend [01:00]… and thinking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKYDFP_v7lg&list=PLUXcjU4vqG00aDV4HOFXmRiAOQriocNK0&index=4


that’s what I want to do, I want to go out and work in the villages and work in
education in these native schools.

And the public school system was fairly new, as we would now recognize it
because it had been a state operated school. The Bureau of Indian Affairs was up
there and they were [01:30] operating their schools—well they did in ‘69 when
we had the opportunity at first—and then they kind of gave it all to the state, then
the state operated it, and it was much different than what you would think a public
school…

It was kind of a combination of the Bureau of Indian Affairs operation from the
lower 48 and something they had kind of coddled together themselves, [02:00]
but the challenges are very different. You can’t just get in the car and go to the
store and buy your supplies or your groceries or things like that. Well they have a
grocery store there. It’s stocked with the essentials. It’s also quite expensive…

ADAMS: Yeah.

DAENZER: So many of the things would be shipped in by plane. Fuel-oil was shipped in on a
barge once a year in the summertime, and that supplied your fuel for the year.
[02:30] In fact, they had a two-year supply that they built up, so you had those
kinds of challenges.

You had the challenge of competing in sports with other schools. The school that I
spent my first two years in was on Nunivak Island which was 120 miles or so
outside of Bethel. It was about an hour and...if I remember [03:00] correctly, an
hour and 20 minute flight by small plane. Maybe that was a little bit longer, but it
felt longer anyhow…

So you went out there with a twin otter (??). You didn’t have jetset [unintelligible
- 03:15] out there every day and it depended on the weather. You flew in and you
may not be able to get out for a couple of weeks because the weather may turn
bad. So you were there and that’s the way they lived, and so you went with that
culture. [03:30]

And I went out there to learn the experience, and I learned—again, pretty much
like my first year in teaching—I learned as much from them as they hopefully did
from me. A new culture, a different culture. How did they survive? How do they
get together, how do they work together?



And it’s a large school or a city in microcosm. They have all the benefits, [04:00]
all the challenges, all the pitfalls, all the difficulties. The main difficulty is that
you can’t necessarily get away from it. I mean, you’re there. If you have a
problem with someone, you’re going to run into them on a daily basis. At the end
of the day, you couldn't get in your car and drive home and forget about it because
the kids will come and visit.

ADAMS: Yeah.

DAENZER: And it was great! It was fantastic. [04:30] So I learned a lot about the culture,
learned a lot from them. Subsistence—it was a subsistence lifestyle, and that was
a blessing and a bane because… a blessing because they lived off the land and
kids knew and they learned that. But then the kids also thought well, they didn’t
need school because they weren’t going to get a job, they didn’t need a job, they
could live on the land.

And so school in some cases [05:00] wasn’t an important feature for them.
Wasn’t necessarily a requirement. But then people were realizing that the Western
culture was going to have to be a part of what they were doing. They were
depending on it more and more.

The elders in the village were somewhat concerned; they didn’t want the kids to
leave, they didn’t want them necessarily to go to college [05:30] because they
were there to take care of them and if they were off in college, well, who was
going to take care of me in my old age?

You know we experience that. We have that same feeling. What am I going to do?
I’m starting to think of that a little bit more and more myself. But that’s kind of
the way life was...the cycle went in the village.

Again, a terrific experience. [06:00] Terrific experience—I loved the people. And
they loved you! I mean, it was a welcoming community, it was a welcoming
culture. If you didn’t come in there and say you’re living wrong. You didn’t go in
there and say, I’m here to teach you how to live.

ADMAS: Yeah.

DAENZER: That was a short-lived approach. And I certainly didn’t [06:30]—I went in there
and said, “I’m here to learn, maybe learn to live myself from you. But I also have



to teach you how to do reading, how to read and how to do math and how to
calculate and how to learn about the culture.”

Part 4:
A Teacher’s Alaskan Adventure | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part 4 of 8
[00:00 to 02:43]

ADAMS: You’ve been in education for a long time and you’ve seen a lot of change happen
over the years. Would you like to speak to some of the trends that you’ve seen?

DAENZER: It definitely has changed a lot and I often say that I don’t know if … if we could
go back in time and I had the situation [00:30] now that I did back in...well, when
I first wanted to be a teacher—if I would do it?

It’s not an easy job anymore. I wouldn’t consider it a fun job anymore as I did
when I started. There’s a lot of demands that are put on a teacher, there’s more
responsibilities that have been put on a teacher, and [01:00] the classroom has
become too much—I feel—the home. The parents, for valid reasons, pressed, they
have to work two jobs to survive as the economy I guess…

But I think the teachers are required to be more of a parent now [01:30] than just
a teacher—and I say just a teacher, but a teacher has to have so many hats… It
was fun! And I don’t know if it’s fun anymore. So there definitely are some
changes that have occurred.

And I guess the only way that I can explain it is that there’s too many demands
[unintelligible - 00:59], restrictions, requirements [02:00] that come in that
teachers have to meet… and I don’t know if the respect is there. And I think that
was one of the advantages and blessings of being both in a Lutheran School and
also working in the village, you had pretty much control over your building in the
village.

You had some requirements that the district and the state put on you, but not to the
degree that [02:30] families seem to put on you now...parents need to put on you.

Part 5:
Looking back on changes in education | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part 5 of 8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6KimPqFUps&list=PLUXcjU4vqG00aDV4HOFXmRiAOQriocNK0&index=5
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[00:00 to 02:17]

DAENZER: A parent says, “I give you my kid at the beginning of the year and I’ll pick him up
at the end of the year.” And that’s just not how education is supposed to work. It’s
a team…

ADAMS: Yeah.

DAENZER: ...it’s teamwork. The parent has to be there, hand-in-hand, right next to the
teacher, both in support and also in extension. [00:30] The teacher never was
intended to take the place of the parent, or the home. The classroom’s not
intended to take the place of the home. It’s an extension.

And at a Lutheran School it’s an extension of the church, and it’s an extension of
spirituality, but it’s not the place where you teach the faith. You extend it. You
help it to grow [01:00] but you don’t plant the seed. The parent has to remain
that integral part…

The parent is your first teacher, obviously, and the continued teacher throughout
life. The teacher is just kinda the substitute in the middle of all that...and an
extension. And I don’t know of too many cases where [01:30]—if that were the
case, that would continue to be a draw for me in education, if I can be an
extension of the family. Extension of the church.

And I think in the public school or in the villages where I was at, I could still do
some of the faith extension. Not directly, but you knew [02:00] where the kids
were, you knew where the families were—and you didn’t usurp that. And in many
cases, they didn't allow you to, which is great because that wasn’t my job.

ADAMS: Yeah.

Part 6:
School as an extension of the family | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part  of 8
[00:00 to 02:28]

DAENZER: I think the opportunity for parents and guardians and teachers in schools …
[unintelligible 00:14-00:23] … I think it’s a sacred institution, [a] sacred
opportunity to use whatever tools are available [00:30] to mold that child…
perhaps into a better character than each the parent or the teacher.

https://youtu.be/SD2z8iNxRIU?list=PLUXcjU4vqG00aDV4HOFXmRiAOQriocNK0


Kind of take the best of both and pour it into the child if you will. For the child to
take the best of the environment that's given to them and say, “Okay, I’m going to
[01:00] take it to the next step.” Work it so the next generation has a better
opportunity—feels better about themselves, feels better about others, each other.

There’s always room for growth, there’s always room to improve. [01:30] And I
think that should be the goal of education—take what’s available and expand it.
Make it available for more people, make it more positive.

We have some technological tools that, well my gosh, weren’t even dreamed of
when I started in education. So what’s it going to look like 40 years… 10 years
from now? [02:00]

ADAMS: Correct.

DAENZER: Are we ready for that? Are the kids ready for that? We perhaps use too much of
the past and say, that’s where we should leave the kids. Somehow, we have to
look—what’s it going to be like in 10 years? That’s where we should be leading
kids.

ADAMS: Right, right.

Part 7:
Parents and teachers work together | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part 7 of 8
[00:00 to 01:44]

DAENZER: We had a push for “career ed” because kids were dropping out and going back to
the I just have to subsist, I just have to live on the land, I don’t have to go to
school, I don’t have to go to college, I’m not college material… All of those
sayings, you know, that you hear: I’m not college material so I don’t have to go to
school.

Well, you don’t have to go to college, but you have to live and work in a culture
and you have to improve that culture. You can’t just subsist [00:30]—using the
very neutered term of subsistence, I guess. You want this culture to thrive. You
want the culture to be better than the generation before.

ADAMS: Right.

https://youtu.be/m6abvb0u89g?list=PLUXcjU4vqG00aDV4HOFXmRiAOQriocNK0


DAENZER: Your parents wanted you to have a better life than they did. I wanted my kids to
have a better life than what I did. [01:00] I want them to have greater
opportunities to go further, personally—not necessarily in a career, but to feel
better about themselves, to do something better than perhaps what I did.

And I think that’s just human nature. And I think that’s just where education
should be. How can we take the culture that our schools are in now, and project it
a generation down and stear everything [01:30] towards it—not look to what we
did in the past, but build on what we did in the past. Because it has to grow, it has
to continue.

Part 8:
Answering "I don't have to go to school" | Interview with Les Daenzer | Part 8 of 8
[00:00 to 07:18]

ADAMS: At the Noah Webster Educational Foundation, we really zero in on 5 things. We
focus on instruction, we focus on the role of parents in education, the role of
government in education, the role of faith and morality in education, and the role
of facilities and budgets in education. Is there anything that you’d like to speak to
on any of those points? [00:30]

DAENZER: Budgets come to mind because our district was unique in that each school has its
own significant budget. And we were called site-administrators instead of
principals because we had responsibility for the whole gamut.

The operation for the building, for the fuel, [01:00] for keeping it heated in the
wintertime, for sports transportation… for everything… from opening the door to
closing it at the end of the school year, so budgets were critical.

So each of the site-administrators had control of what they could do with their
building and what they could do with...within reason... and with their staff. So you
hired [01:30] the staff that you needed. The teachers and the aids and so forth.

So there was a responsibility there that was much broader than being a principal.
That was on top of being a principal I guess—and being a teacher. Teachers also
shared in that responsibility.

Instruction… we changed our system more than one time [02:00] that I was
there—the 20 years in the district—from just a general education to more

https://youtu.be/f3OUVDjnkuY?list=PLUXcjU4vqG00aDV4HOFXmRiAOQriocNK0


standards-based. And our approach and our rationale was that our kids weren’t
prepared for college.

They wanted to go to college, colleges were saying that the kids weren’t coming
ready for school—for college...weren’t prepared, so we weren’t pushing our kids
far enough [unintelligible - 02:27-02:31]. We developed our own system of
standards a little before state standards were invoked.

And so each of the grades had a standard to reach before a student could move on
to the next grade. It was quite complex. I don’t think they’re doing that any
longer. They may have done a different form of it, but it was a tough egg to crack.

[Unintelligible - 02:59-03:04] ...going against the old system placement regardless
of abilities and skill-level was tough. And I don’t really know if we ever achieved
it completely. We did with some kids—some kids were able to progress more than
a year’s growth and so I don’t know if we skipped any grades or not, but it wasn’t
necessarily a grade, it was a skill-level that they went through.

And I thought [03:30] it wasn’t necessarily novel, it was common sense,
really...when you think about it. But that 4th grade and 5th grade benchmark was
more age-based… [video frozen, unintelligible- 03:39-04:01] so instruction was
an important part of  what we did and it is certainly an important part of
schooling.

And I think it’s important to maintain some semblance of skill advancement rather
than age advancement. You don’t move on because you’re older. I guess we do
when we’re retired and say okay, now you can retire because you’re old enough,
but still [04:30] you’re not retired necessarily unless you’re done with skill
development, and you’re never done with that.

But, I don’t know, maybe there has to be a combination of skill level and age.
Those non-motivated students we found were 14 and 15 but still down at a 3rd
and 4th grade skill level and that’s just wrong. [05:00]

ADAMS: Yeah.

DAENZER: Somehow we have to progress beyond that. The values or morals, I think that
comes with the family. That has to be part of working with family. Both in the
Lutheran Schools and in the villages, that was a pretty close communication.



Your family and what was happening in the classroom [05:30] and the values of
both were fairly congruent. There was a good combination there. I always told my
parents when I was recruiting for Lutheran Schools [that] I would treat their kids
as if they were my own. And everything was fine...I thought that was a good line
and I honestly felt that way. I felt that’s what I would be doing.

Until one of the parents goes, “Well how do I know you don’t beat your kid?” I
said, [06:00] “Well, I guess you don’t.” and kinda stopped saying that, but still
felt it. So that has to be a joint effort.

ADAMS: Right.

DAENZER: Family can’t abrogate the responsibility of teaching the values and morals. That
has to come from their faith-base and their church-base.

ADAMS: Thank you. Again, [06:30] I want to thank you first of all for a lifetime of service
to communities where you were working. Thank you for the integrity you had,
and have, as a man and for spending some time with us today. We so appreciate it.

DAENZER: Well thank you for the opportunity. I was a little fearful, but I enjoyed the
opportunity and enjoyed the discussion that...every time I talk [07:00] about it it
brings back some phenomenal memories. Great memories! And I don’t think
about the bad ones, they’re always good ones.

ADAMS: There you go, there you go! Well, bless you and thank you again for your time.

DAENZER: Thank you.


